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Highlights
Core findings of this work:

• We show that image/video datasets and descriptor performance can be efficiently represented by ran-
dom geometric graph models.

• We show that analysing the phase transition of such graph models can be used for descriptor ranking.
• We present a ranking function for graph analysis that can be used for automatic feature selection and

descriptor evaluation.
• Although the presented scheme is descriptor-independent, we evaluate and validate the approach on

image/video datasets.
• The goal is to build an evaluation framework where descriptors can be analysed for automatic feature

selection.
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Abstract

This paper presents a method based on graph behaviour analysis for the evaluation
of descriptor graphs (applied to image/video datasets) for descriptor performance
analysis and ranking. Starting from the Erdős-Rényi model on uniform random
graphs, the paper presents results of investigating random geometric graph be-
haviour in relation with the appearance of the giant component as a basis for
ranking descriptors based on their clustering properties. We analyse the phase
transition and the evolution of components in such graphs, and based on their
behaviour, the corresponding descriptors are compared, ranked, and validated in
retrieval tests. The goal is to build an evaluation framework where descriptors can
be analysed for automatic feature selection.
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1. Introduction1

Content based retrieval in large video/image datasets is highly dependent on2

the choice of discriminating features and efficient index structures. Recent ap-3

proaches involve graph clustering, clique searching, and component analysis meth-4

ods. Open issues remain how to build the graphs (selection of edges and weights),5
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and how to navigate them efficiently (neighbourhood search). We propose and6

work towards proving that graph theoretic approaches can be useful in content7

based retrievals, for descriptor evaluation and automatic feature selection. We8

build our approach on the investigation of entity difference distributions accord-9

ing to several descriptors and analysing their relations and behaviour during com-10

ponent formulation and the appearance of the so called giant component in the11

graphs of the descriptors. As we will detail later, as the novelty of our approach,12

our goal is to exploit the inherent properties of the graph representations to eval-13

uate descriptors based on the behaviour of their graphs during the formulation of14

the giant component, analysing their discrimination capabilities. The presented15

method has some connections to graph clustering methods in the sense that the ef-16

fects of the descriptors on the structure of their graphs is related to their clustering17

properties.18

When searching for similar content in video/image datasets, we need to apply19

feature extractors that gather information about the content and structure of the20

stored data, and use that information to create a searchable index for the dataset,21

which in turn will be the basis of searching for similar content. However, there22

are a lot of different descriptors, and usually it is very hard to select those, which23

perform well for a given dataset, when using them to produce retrieval results. Our24

goal is to help this process by providing a means to evaluate a set of descriptors25

for a given set of classes and data, and to find a combination of descriptors that26

perform better. This information can then be used to create more efficient indexes27

and produce higher precision retrievals.28

Feature selection in the presence of irrelevant features (noise) is presented in29

[1], taking into consideration sample data points in 2D for boundary selection and30

investigating the distribution of feature weights in high dimensions. A method for31

feature selection [2] is based on approximately 1000 features on real videos, using32

heuristics for feature retention, using the sort-merge approach for selecting ranked33

feature groups. A method for sport video feature selection is presented in [3]; [4]34

presents a method for automatic image annotation based on a feature weighting35

scheme and machine learning; [5, 6] present similar approaches for feature selec-36

tion based on mutual information and principal component analysis. [7] presents37

a query by example approach where histograms of point distances are investigated38

as a basis to show that with increased dimensions the distance distributions tend39

to be narrower (poor discrimination), and SIFT feature distribution histograms are40

used to improve clustering and retrieval.41

Graphs are a natural way of representing data structures, describing intercon-42

nections and internal structures of datasets, visualizing relations and distances43
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of elements, and finding subsets, clusters and communities in such structures.44

Graphs have been widely used for clustering applications, including spectral clus-45

tering [8] for graph partitioning, MST (minimum spanning tree) based clustering46

[9], dense sub-graph mining [10], etc. The uses of graph clustering approaches are47

various, from generic pattern recognition (e.g., [11, 12]), to the recently highly re-48

searched community detection approaches in graphs representing social structures49

[13, 14, 15, 16].50

Contrary to other approaches, we do not use artificial feature weighting or a51

priori clustering, instead we use real data with multiple features and weigh the52

built graphs by the points’ differences according to features, and investigate the53

behaviour of the distributions. The goal is to show that this method is a good54

alternative to previous ones for finding features with higher discriminative prop-55

erties. In our earlier work [17] we have proposed the use of descriptor graphs for56

descriptor ranking, and we produced a fitness function for providing such a rank57

[18]. This work extends these previous results by deeper investigation of the prop-58

erties of such graph structures, regarding similarity in behaviour and topography,59

and the use of such intrinsic properties for feature selection.60

We will start by introducing basic concepts and random geometric graphs61

(Sec. 2), followed by the description of the proposed parameters for ranking62

based on phase transition and component behaviour of descriptor graphs (Sec.63

3), then the presentation of the used datasets and descriptors (Sec. 4), and finally64

the presentation of the ranking function and the performed evaluations (Sec. 5).65

2. Component analysis of random graph models66

In this section we overview the properties of two frequently applied random67

graph models and their component structures. Based on the results corresponding68

to random graphs, we get a better understanding of the properties of real-world69

graph structures. Let us start with some definitions of important terminology.70

Definition 1. An undirected graph is a G=(V ,E) pair, where V denotes the set of71

vertices (or nodes) and E denotes the set of edges. E ⊆ V ×V is a symmetric72

binary relation on V . The edges represent connections between the vertices of the73

graph, ei j ∈ E being an edge connecting vertices vi and v j.74

Definition 2. The neighbourhood of a vertex v ∈ V is N(v) = {w : (v,w) ∈ E}.75

The degree d(v) of a vertex v is the number of its neighbours.76
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Definition 3. Graph G′ = (V ′,E ′) is a sub-graph of G if V ′ ⊆ V , E ′ ⊆ E and if77

ei j ∈ E ′ then vi,v j ∈V ′.78

Definition 4. If W : E �→ R is a weight function on G = (V,E), then we say that79

the graph is weighted and a wi j weight value corresponds to an edge ei j.80

Definition 5. A G = (V,E) graph is connected, if there is a path between any81

two vertices. A path is a sequence of vertices in the graph, where neighbouring82

vertices of the sequence are adjacent in the graph, and a vertex appears only once83

in the sequence.84

Definition 6. C is a component of G = (V,E), if C is a sub-graph of G and it is85

connected. The size of a component is the number of vertices it contains.86

Definition 7. A random geometric graph (RGG) is obtained as follows. We pick87

n random node position values as X1,X2, ...,Xn ∈ R
d (according to a probability88

distribution ν on R
d, where d is the number of dimensions). We connect two nodes89

vi and v j (i �= j) if their distance ‖ Xi −Xj ‖< rn, the radius of the graph.90

The theory of random graphs has an important role in discrete mathematics91

since the early 60’s. Besides the theoretically interesting problems, random graphs92

have proven to be useful in engineering applications as well. Although real-world93

datasets are usually too complex to mimic each of their properties with synthetic94

datasets, some important parameters of their structure can be exposed by analysing95

random graphs. Famous examples are social networks [13, 16] and web graph96

analysis [19, 20].97

The network parameters frequently modelled by random graphs are: the prob-98

ability of the existence of certain edges of the real graph, the degree constraints, or99

- in case of weighted graphs -, the weights’ distribution. After the model is built,100

some structural patterns get revealed, such as the number or size of components,101

cliques, or the occurrence of some special sub-graphs.102

In our case, random graphs are used to analyse the number and size of compo-103

nents in real graphs. We aim to compare graphs built from test datasets based on104

a well known phenomenon in random graphs, namely the appearance of the giant105

component (defined in Sec. 2.1, Theorem 1). Our test results provide evidence106

of the existence of a component in these graphs with similar behaviour to the gi-107

ant component (GC) in random graphs. Besides the properties of the GC in real108

graphs, we are also interested in the size and number of the components as well.109
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2.1. The Erdős-Rényi model110

Erdős and Rényi analysed the properties of random graphs with uniformly dis-111

tributed edges [21]. They considered the evolution of components, while adding112

randomly selected edges to the graph. The process starts with n vertices and 0113

edges, and in each step a randomly selected new edge is added, independently of114

the already chosen edges. After each step, the size and number of components are115

studied. During the evolution of the graph, connected components start to appear116

and, when reaching a critical point, they merge into a so called giant component117

(GC).118

The Erdős-Rényi model (ER-model) was originally described by the number119

of vertices and edges at a given step of the evolution: G(n,e), where n denotes120

the number of vertices, and e is the number of edges. Recent results connected121

to this problem are formulated using the number of vertices and the p probability122

of the existence of an edge G(n, p). If the edges are selected independently, this123

formulation gives the same result (as the above (n,e) description), and p is usually124

described as a function of the number of vertices: p = c/n, where c is a constant.125

A complete graph with n vertices has n(n− 1)/2 edges, that is a G(n, p = 1/n)126

graph (c = 1) corresponds to the ER-model with n/2 edges.127

One of the most interesting results of Erdős and Rényi is a theorem [21] that128

can be formulated as follows:129

Theorem 1. (Erdős-Rényi) The behaviour of the ER graph model can be divided130

into three important phases, from the point of view of component sizes (where the131

size of the largest component is denoted by Cmax):132

1. c < 1: Cmax = O(lnn) (the graph contains only small components);133

2. c = 1: Cmax = O(n2/3);134

3. c > 1: Cmax = O(n) (the giant component appears), and all other compo-135

nents have size O(lnn).136

The results presented in [21] also deal with the complexity of the components,137

but now we are interested in their sizes. The important consequence of this theo-138

rem is that after a given number of edges, a unique giant component (GC) appears.139

Below this threshold all components are small - the probability of a component140

containing a large fraction of the vertices is 0. Above this threshold, the probabil-141

ity of the existence of a GC is 1.142

This statistical model has a well known application in percolation theory.143

From the late 50’s, the attention was drawn towards cluster size and percolation144

problems and their applications [22, 23]. Let us have an infinite graph of sites145
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(vertices) and bonds (edges), where particles occupy sites, and a site is occupied146

with a fixed probability p, independently from others. There exists a critical prob-147

ability pcrit , so that if p < pcrit , all clusters formed by occupied sites will have148

a finite size, but if p > pcrit , a cluster with infinite size will appear. It has been149

proven that the phenomenon described by Erdős and Rényi is the same as this type150

of so called percolation problem.151

Although numerous scientific results are connected to the appearance of the152

GC in the ER-model, its existence was investigated in more complex random153

graph models as well, but there are still several open questions.154

2.2. Random geometric graphs155

Besides the mentioned classical random graph models, several versions have156

been published for modelling certain properties of complex real networks. In our157

case, where the graph models images/videos and their distances, the most suitable158

model is the geometric graph. In this model, the edge weights correspond to159

pairwise distances of nodes based on a given metric.160

The random geometric graph model (see Definition 7) offers a solution that161

mimics real network properties in a synthetic environment. The existence of the162

giant component (GC) in random geometric graphs has also been examined. A163

radius threshold is used to select graph edges: edges with a weight lower than the164

radius are selected [24, 25, 26]. The thermodynamic limit, a term from statistical165

physics, was also used to describe this phenomenon. This limit corresponds to the166

critical radius of the RGG: rn ∼ c ·n−1/d . At this limit, the expected value of the167

average degree in the graph tends to a constant (c). Above a certain c, a GC is168

likely to appear. The existence probability and the uniqueness of this GC is the169

same as in the ER-model. Another important point worth mentioning is, that this170

model has a strong connection with Poisson processes as well [27, 28].171

An example of a 2-dimensional RGG of 600 vertices is presented on Fig. 1172

(a). Fig. 1 (b) shows the distribution of the edge weights, while (c) illustrates173

the ratio of the sizes of the second largest to the largest components while adding174

edges to the graph by their increasing weights (until the GC appears).175

3. Graph structure analysis on real datasets176

In this section we present the proposed graph analysis scheme based on in-177

vestigating the component evolution process and the phase transition in descrip-178

tor graphs, and the proposed behaviour parameters that we will use in the rank-179

ing/fitness function for automatic descriptor ranking.180
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(a) Uniformly distributed
RGG in 2D.

(b) Histogram of normalized edge
weights.

(c) Ratio of the 2nd largest and
largest component sizes.

Figure 1: Uniformly distributed 2D RGG of 600 vertices.

3.1. The appearance of the giant component in case of non-uniform weight dis-181

tribution182

The previously introduced examples (ER-model, RGG) are both statistical183

models. They have important roles in studying the behaviour of some network184

parameters such as the evolution of components in the graph. However, from sev-185

eral points of view, these models are only simplifications of real networks. In this186

section, we will present some of the issues of analysing real-world datasets.187

The appearance of the GC in real networks with geometric restrictions on188

the edge weights is an interesting mathematical topic of its own. The number189

of vertices and the number of dimensions are relevant parameters to determine190

the circumstances of the appearance of the GC in an RGG. It is essential to note191

that the definition of the RGG contains a restriction on the distribution of vertex192

coordinates, i.e., the coordinates are uniformly distributed in each dimension. This193

restriction might be acceptable in certain applications such as sensor networks that194

can be modelled by a low dimensional (2D or 3D) geometric graph, but in most195

application areas, the positions of the vertices are not that structured.196

In case of image/video datasets, the vertices are placed in a descriptor space197

with significantly larger number of dimensions, and we have no a priori knowl-198

edge on the distribution of coordinates. As it was mentioned in Sec. 2.2, even199

in the case of uniform distribution, the exact place of appearance of the GC is200

unknown if the number of dimensions is high. There have been very few results201

published on the number and size of components in case of non-uniform weight202

distributions. To the best of our knowledge, the existence and the circumstances203

of the appearance of the GC in arbitrary geometric graphs are still open questions.204
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We analyse descriptor graphs to find out whether the appearance of the GC205

is traceable, and if it is, whether it is descriptor-dependent. Our objective is not206

the solution of the above mentioned general theoretical questions, but to study the207

importance of the component sizes in real world applications in case of arbitrarily208

structured graphs.209

The behaviour of the descriptor graphs during the process of GC formulation210

is an indirect way of analysing the clustering properties of a descriptor. Appear-211

ing components are basically clusters of nodes that are close together according212

to the used metric. How these components evolve (appear and merge), is an in-213

dicator of the performance of the descriptor. Additionally, how and when the GC214

appears (visualized by phase transition and component evolution graphs) is in di-215

rect connection with the descriptor’s performance. E.g., if the GC appears early216

at a point where we only have very small or very few components, then the used217

descriptor is probably not a good choice for describing the dataset (low discrim-218

inative properties). Also, we expect that descriptors with similar phase transition219

and component evolution will perform similarly in a retrieval process.220

3.2. Descriptor graphs221

In order to prove our assumptions, besides the place (critical weight) of the222

phase transition we also investigate the components’ evolution process with regard223

to the applied weight thresholds. Fig. 2 shows the behaviour of a descriptor graph224

in a 3D visualization, where the axes are the edge weight thresholds (th), the sizes225

of existing components at a given threshold (comp.sizes), and the number of such226

sized components at a given threshold (no.comp.). We are looking for locations227

where there are sudden jumps in component sizes during the increase of the weight228

threshold (i.e., when smaller components suddenly merge into a large one), as an229

indicator of the estimated place of the appearance of the GC. This critical weight230

is a main area of interest in these graphs - such a region is shown with the big231

black arrow in Fig. 2 (a). For the example in Fig. 2 (a), Figs. 2 (b-c) show the232

visual structure of the descriptor graph right before (b) and at (c) the appearance233

of the GC (visualized with Gephi [29]).234

Similarly to random geometric graphs, we build the descriptor graphs by using235

the dataset elements as nodes, and the distance between them - according to a236

selected descriptor - as edge weights. Thus, we will have a complete (i.e., fully237

connected) graph for each descriptor. Then, we use these graphs to evaluate the238

performance of the corresponding descriptor by analysing the components. The239

main steps of our approach are the following:240

1. Calculate the d(vi,v j) distances of all vi,v j node pairs for all descriptors dk.241
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 2: (a) 3D visualization of the evolution of graphs for homogenous texture descriptor accord-
ing to changing weight thresholds (th), existing component sizes at a given threshold (comp.size)
and the number of such sized components (no.comp.). Small black arrow shows the area of in-
terest for the critical point where the last two largest clusters merge. The area near the origin is
magnified (shown with the large arrow with a ⊕ sign) for a better view. (b) Component structure
right before, and (c) at the critical point shown in (a).

2. For each descriptor dk,242

(a) Start building the graph, G(V,E), with vertex set V = {vi|i = 1...n ∈ N}243

and weighted edge set E =
{

ek|ek = (vi,v j), i �= j,vi ∈V,v j ∈V
}

, |E|�244

n ·(n−1)/2, with weights w(ek)= d(vi,v j) by gradually increasing the245

weight threshold th ∈ [0,1]∩R and including all edges whose weights246

w(ek)� th.247

(b) Merge components that have become connected by inserted edges, and248

iterate steps (a)-(b).249

3. During the iterations in steps 2 (a)-(b), monitor the number and size of250

components (phase transition and component formulation) to find the ap-251

pearance of the giant component (GC). Calculate parameters that describe252

this process and can be used to rank the descriptors.253

Although the place of the appearance of the GC can not be exactly determined,254

the tests prove the existence of a single dominant component during the edge255

addition process. The parameter to estimate this critical threshold will be the ratio256

of the sizes of the second largest to the largest component. The estimation will257

be the weight threshold where this ratio decreases below 0.1, and will not exceed258

that threshold later.259

Figure 3 shows, as an example, visual snapshots during the component be-260
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Figure 3: Visualization snapshots of component behaviour during the processing of the edge his-
togram descriptor (left to right, top to bottom). At early steps, there are many small components,
then they grow and merge while raising the edge thresholds, until the GC appears.

haviour evaluation of the edge histogram descriptor. These visualizations have261

been produced by taking the component statistics from certain steps of the pro-262

cess and producing connected groups of vertices. Here, the locations of the ver-263

tices have no real meaning, the point is to visualize the number and sizes of com-264

ponents as they appear during the process. Fig. 14 shows visual excerpts from265

components during the descriptor graph building process, elements from the same266

components grouped together.267

3.3. Component parameters in descriptor graphs268

Above, we presented the graph building process. However, in case of larger269

datasets, we modify the process to gain a less detailed analysis, while keeping270

the significant steps. Instead of selecting single edges, we add all edges with the271

same weight in one step, and the critical edge number threshold is replaced by the272

critical edge weight threshold.273

Test results of the critical threshold estimation are presented in Fig. 4. The size274

of the largest component of the graph (normalized with the number of vertices to275

show a common scale) is tracked during the building process of the descriptor276

graphs and its evolution is presented versus the increasing weight thresholds in277

the phase transition graphs of Fig. 4 (a),(c). The largest component grows rapidly278

within a small weight range in case of all descriptors, which is an expected be-279

haviour based on the general theoretical knowledge regarding the evolution of280
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4: Phase transition graphs for several descriptors (weight thresholds vs. normalized largest
component size) for the CDB7k (a) and the MIRFLICKR25k (c) datasets. Second largest to largest
component size ratios vs. changing weight thresholds for some descriptors for CDB7k (b) and
MIRFLICKR25k (d). The datasets are described in Sec. 4.
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Figure 5: (a) Critical weight values in the graph of different descriptors. (b) Ratio of the second
largest to the largest component sizes of the focus region descriptor graph (N is the number of
used dataset elements).

RGGs and the existence of a GC. Although this parameter is insufficient on its281

own to distinguish between descriptors - e.g., the evolution of the largest compo-282

nents of some descriptors might be similar -, the functions clearly shows the sud-283

den emergence of a large component (note the steepness of the curves in a short284

weight range). However, the GC phenomenon also means that this large com-285

ponent becomes unique. To prove that the components of the descriptor graphs286

meet this requirement, we also observe the changes in the ratio of the sizes of the287

second largest to the largest components (Fig. 4 (b),(d)). Using both these param-288

eters, most descriptors will show significant differences. For space considerations,289

a selected number of descriptors for two of the used datasets are displayed in Fig.290

4, so as differences in behaviour can be visually observed, showing by example291

that indeed the phase transition curves of different descriptors show discriminable292

differences. However, since the presented method is descriptor-independent, the293

selection of the descriptors does not really matter, only that their differences can294

be observed and determined.295

Critical edge weights for some of the descriptor graphs on the CDB7k dataset296

(for details see Sec. 4) are shown in Fig. 5 (a). As it shows, the critical weights297

depend on the number of vertices of the graph, but the impact of this parameter298

depends on the descriptor. Detailed behaviour of the critical weight values of the299

focus region descriptor over the CDB7k dataset are shown in Fig.5 (b).300

However, there is a third parameter that should be considered: the number of301
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(a) Average colour descriptor (b) Edge histogram descriptor

Figure 6: Component sizes before the critical threshold for different descriptors.

components near the critical threshold where the GC suppresses the others (e.g.,302

Fig. 6). The edge histogram-based graph near this weight value consists of more303

components than the one corresponding to the average colour descriptor, which304

means that before the largest component becomes dominant, it performs better in305

dividing the vertices. This is exactly the property that can serve as the base for306

automatic selection of better discriminating descriptors.307

To conclude the above discussed graph properties, we summarize the interest-308

ing parameters of descriptor graphs that we use to produce the automatic descrip-309

tor ranking:310

• wcrit , the estimated critical weight where the GC appears, expecting that311

performance should be better if the GC appears at a later stage,312

• |C2|/|Cmax|, the ratio of the second largest to the largest component sizes313

at the appearance of the GC. A high ratio means that the GC was formed314

from larger components, a lower one means a high number of smaller com-315

ponents existed before the GC. This ratio is a direct controller of the graph316

building process, stopping when it reaches below a specified threshold (typi-317

cally 10%). Graphs showing the behaviour of this ratio for some descriptors318

are shown in Fig. 4 (b), (d).319

• nrcomp/n, the number of components (normalized with the number of ver-320

tices n) at the appearance of the GC, relating to how the nodes have been321

encompassed in components.322
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Figure 7: Example representative frames from the CDB7k dataset.

4. Datasets and descriptors323

For evaluating the viability of the proposed approach, we use various datasets.324

One is the publicly available MIRFLICKR25000 dataset 2 [30] (denoted by MIR-325

FLICKR25k), which contains 25000 images gathered from Flickr, along with326

tags, and is roughly partitioned into 24 categories with lots of overlaps. Another327

dataset we used is our own video and image dataset (denoted by CDB7k), which328

contains approximately 7000 video segments (515 minutes total length) collected329

from television captures in 13 categories, e.g., sports, nature, cartoons, music,330

cooking, news, street surveillance, outdoor, indoor (some examples in Fig. 7).331

The videos were automatically cut into shots and manually labelled into cate-332

gories. For each shot a representative frame was automatically extracted. Video333

features are extracted from the shots, while image features from the representa-334

tive frames of the shots. Another dataset is the publicly available University of335

Washington (UW) dataset 3, which contains 1333 images in 22 categories with336

annotations. The last dataset is the INRIA Holidays (IH) dataset [31] 4, which337

contains 1491 images in 500 categories.338

We extracted all the features for images and video segments for all dataset el-339

ements from CDB7k, WU and IH. In the case of the MIRFLICKR25k dataset, we340

use 8000 elements for descriptor evaluation and ranking, and use the full dataset341

for evaluating retrieval performance.342

For evaluating features for general distribution and content differentiation, we343

selected a set of various descriptors, namely: average colour (custom descriptor344

2Detailed description can also be found at http://press.liacs.nl/mirflickr/
3http://www.cs.washington.edu/research/imagedatabase
4http://lear.inrialpes.fr/˜jegou/data.php
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that produces average representative colour values over image areas, denoted by345

d1), curvelets [32] (d4), focus regions [33] (d7), local binary patterns (LBP) [34]346

(d9), MPEG-7 descriptors [35] - colour layout (d2), colour structure (d3), domi-347

nant colour (d5), edge histogram (d6), homogeneous texture (d8), motion activity348

(d11) -, average motion (custom descriptor gathering average representative mo-349

tion directions over frame areas, denoted by d12), PHOG - pyramid of histograms350

of orientation gradients [36] (d10). However, there is no limit on the number of351

descriptors that could evaluated in our framework. For calculating the difference352

between images/videos we used Euclidean distance calculations, i.e., for a fea-353

ture all elements can be displayed along a 1D axis from 0 to dmax(D) (maximal354

difference for a descriptor) and they adhere to the triangle inequality.355

5. Descriptor ranking and evaluation356

We discussed the important parameters of the components of the descriptor
graphs in Sec. 3.3. Here, we present the suggested ranking function based on
these parameters. The parameters can be weighted depending on the dataset, the
number of classes we have, and the level of classification we target. In [18],
we introduced a fitness/ranking function that combines these parameters into a
formula:

F(·) = w1 ·wcrit +w2 · |C2|/|Cmax|+w3 ·nrcomp/n , (1)

where w1,2,3 are weights that are manually specified and are constant for a given357

dataset (we intend to work on creating a process for adaptive weight selection in358

the future). Further on, we use this formula to produce a descriptor ranking and359

perform the evaluations, with weights always (for all cases and all datasets) set360

to 0.7,0.2,0.1, respectively, giving higher importance to the critical weight where361

the GC appears, but also taking into account the other parameters, the importance362

of which was discussed in Sec. 3.3.363

It is important to note, that the calculation of the above function does not de-364

pend on the used dataset, or the used descriptors, but only on the structure of the365

analysed graphs, and can be calculated without an a priori training or labelling366

process. In our experiments, we only used the class labels in the datasets to evalu-367

ate the performances of the retrievals. However, the described descriptor ranking368

process could be also used to select better performing descriptors not only on a369

’blind’ dataset, but on selected sub-categories as well, which could help in estab-370

lishing descriptor pools for any particular content (sub-)class.371

We calculated the F fitness values for the participating descriptors to produce372

a ranking based on the graph analysis results, taking into consideration the GC373
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8: Descriptor ranking produced by the used fitness function for (a) CDB7k, (b) MIR-
FLICKR25k, (c) UW. Since the CDB7k is a video dataset, the motion-based descriptors are also
used (d11 and d12).

appearances in the respective descriptor graphs. Such ranking results are shown374

in Fig. 8 for the used datasets.375

In [18] we have shown that the produced descriptor ranking based on the above376

fitness function produces a ranking close to the exhaustive ground truth ranking,377

while at the same time has important benefits:378

• it does not require exhaustive evaluation for all categories and all descriptors379

in the dataset to produce a ranking,380

• it can produce a descriptor ranking for a given dataset while the method381

itself is independent of the number of categories and descriptors, providing382

a ranking based on the discriminating properties of the descriptors.383

We evaluate the proposed framework by running retrievals on the used datasets.384

As a baseline, we use our parallel multi-tree indexing scheme [37] with and with-385

out exploiting the obtained ranking/fitness information, and compare the results.386

This retrieval uses a scheme in which the search is done for each included feature387

in parallel and the results are combined in a form of result aggregation process.388

However, any other similar indexing-retrieval scheme could be used just as well.389

Overall, retrievals using the produced descriptor ranking can produce results390

that have similar or higher precision using a reduced number of descriptors, and391

the results contain lower variation in the number of categories that are irrelevant392

(not belonging to the query’s category). In practice this means that in the case393

of rank-based retrievals the responses contain more relevant results, essentially394

decreasing the ’noise’ of the retrievals (showcased by Figs. 9 and 15).395

The above properties are shown in Fig. 9 for the CDB7k dataset, where 4396

queries are used with a fixed result retrieval number of 50 and 100 (the first 50397

and 100 best matches are returned), and using two retrieval approaches: v1, where398
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Figure 9: Retrieval results (precision) for 4 queries (q1-4) for first 50 and first 100 best results
(qi(50) and qi(100), i = 1,4). In all graphs v1 columns represent retrievals without descriptor
ranking, while v2 columns represent retrievals where descriptor ranking is taken into consider-
ation. The ’cX’ notations beside the columns show the class labels that make up the irrelevant
results (fewer in case of v2 retrievals).

results are retrieved without the produced descriptor ranking information (results399

are generated using all available descriptors), and v2, where results are retrieved400

using the produced ranking (results are generated using the first 7 best performing401

descriptors). In the case of v2 retrievals, there might not just be an improvement402

in precision (the results are more relevant), but the remainders of the results show403

less variation (i.e., results were generated by descriptors with better clustering404

properties). This is shown by ’cX’ labels along the columns, representing the la-405

bels of classes that make up the irrelevant results. Fig. 15 shows visual results for406

the two types of retrievals, showing the difference between the responses, where407

v2 (with rank) was only 16% better, and the images in the shown sample all belong408

to the same class (“sport”), however, the visual consistency of retrievals based on409

descriptor ranking is much higher.410

For evaluating the eventual (expected) improvement in retrieval precisions (ra-411

tio of relevant results vs. all retrieved), we ran several queries, retrieved the closest412

50 data points, and calculated the retrievals’ precision. Fig. 10 shows results on413

the used datasets. Here, v1 again refers to retrievals without the use of ranking414
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information (all descriptors are used), and v2 refers to retrievals which use the415

ranking data, only using the top 7 better performing descriptors in the retrieval416

process. In general, we can say that ranking information preserves or improves417

precision, Figs. 10 (b), (e), (h), (k) show the differences in precision values. For418

CDB7k, in 52% of the retrievals the precision improved and in 22% it remained419

the same, producing on average increase of 10.2%, while in the 26% of the cases420

where the precision was lower, the average decrease was only 5.8%. Fig. 10 (c)421

shows average precisions (AP) calculated for the tests in (a) with queries belong-422

ing to the same class grouped and averaged. For UW (g-i), the precision was423

better or equal in 80% with an average increase of 5%.424

Fig. 10 (d-f) shows the precision values for 56 queries over the MIRFLICKR25k425

dataset, with one important note: we only used 8000 of the dataset’s 25000 ele-426

ments to create the descriptor ranking, but used the whole dataset in the retrieval427

process. Even in this case, the v2 results are better or similar in 62.5% of the428

retrievals. This in turn means, that the presented method is applicable to large429

datasets, by using a smaller sub-set to create the ranking.430

Fig. 10 also shows another important aspect and goal of the proposed method:431

that, when using ranking information, we can achieve similar of better perfor-432

mance in the retrievals, but with a reduced set of descriptors, which in practice433

translates into a more streamlined and lightweight retrieval scheme.434

The visual retrieval example (based on the CDB7k dataset) in Fig. 15 (a)-(b)435

shows that while the precision of v2 (with rank) was only 16% better, the visual436

consistency of the retrievals based on descriptor ranking is better (the used query437

is shown as the top-left image in both cases).438

We also performed tests to see whether descriptors with similar properties439

behave similarly during a retrieval process (e.g., produce similar precision re-440

trievals). This is an important issue when designing the collection of descriptors441

to use for a particular dataset, or when designing bag of words (BOW) retrievals,442

since if we know that some descriptors behave in a similar manner, then we do443

not have to use more or all of them, but we can select the best performing one.444

This in turn can make the retrieval process more lightweight. We selected 10 ran-445

dom queries from 5 different classes, and ran retrievals using only one selected446

descriptor at a time. Fig. 11 shows average precision (AP) values of these test447

runs (averaging 10 retrievals for each descriptor, using the CDB7k dataset as an448

example), where the first group of descriptors was selected from the middle of449

the phase transition graph (Fig. 4 (a)), and the other group from the left region,450

showing distinguishable difference between the two groups. This supports the451

expectation that phase transition properties are in correlation with internal topo-452
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(a) CDB7k (b) CDB7k (c) CDB7k

(d) MIR (e) MIR (f) MIR

(g) UW (h) UW (i) UW

(j) IH (k) IH (l) IH

Figure 10: In all cases v1 and v2 denote queries without and with ranking information (only using
the 7 best descriptors), respectively. CDB7k dataset: (a) Precision (P) values for 60 queries. (b)
Gain of v2 retrievals with ranking information. (c) Precisions averaged (AP) over queries from the
same class. MIRFLICKR25k dataset: (d) Precision for 56 queries. (e) v1-v2 precision differences.
(f) Average precisions. UW dataset: (g) Precision values for 20 queries. (h) Gain of v2 retrievals.
(i) Average precisions. (j-l) Same for the IH dataset.
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Figure 11: Average precisions (AP) for descriptors analysed in Fig. 4 (a) (for the CDB7k dataset)
from the middle (CS, AC, CL) and left (DC, LBP, Cu) regions of the figure.

logical parameters of the descriptor graphs, which could be a topic of continued453

research in the area.454

In order to show on a proof-of-concept level, that the proposed method could455

also be usable in other types of retrieval frameworks, we evaluated the perfor-456

mance of ranked descriptors in a bag of visual words type of retrieval test. Based457

on the IH dataset used earlier, we created a bare-bones retrieval using descriptors458

d10 (PHOG) and d9 (LBP), which were ranked better and worse, respectively (for459

the IH dataset, see Fig. 12 (a)). We tested the retrieval using 5000 and 10000460

visual words, built separately for the two descriptors. We extracted feature points461

from the images, and used a fixed 32×32 region size around each point to extract462

the descriptors. For comparing the resulting visual word histograms during the463

retrieval, we used two standard metrics: the earth mover’s distance (emd) and the464

χ2 metric (chi2). We ran the same 30 retrievals as for Fig. 10 (j-l), and we ex-465

pected that retrievals using the d10 descriptor would perform better than using d9.466

Results are shown in Figs. 12 (b-c). Fig. 12 (b) shows the average precision (AP)467

values for the retrievals, using 5000 visual words and the two descriptors (d10,468

d9), the two metrics (emd, chi2) and their averages (avg). Fig. 12 (c) shows re-469

sults for the same dataset, descriptors and metrics, comparing the results of using470

visual dictionaries of 5000 (5k) and 10000 (10k) size. The results also support the471

expected behaviour: ranking relates to performance.472

Regarding the computational complexity of the proposed descriptor graph473

analysis approach, Fig. 13 shows normalized (by the number of nodes) com-474

putational times for all used datasets. In the worst case, the computation time is475

proportional to n2 (n being the number of vertices); however, this can be reduced476

by more optimized coding, which was not our primary goal here.477
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 12: Proof-of-concept results for bag of words retrieval using descriptors d10 (ranked
higher) and d9 on the IH dataset (a). (b) Average precision (AP) for 30 queries, using 5000 visual
words, two metrics (emd, chi2) and their averages (avg). (c) AP values for the two descriptors on
different dictionary sizes (5k, 10k). The higher ranked d10 shows better performance.

Figure 13: Normalized descriptor graph analysis computation times for the 4 used datasets.

(a) (b)

Figure 14: Examples of components at an inner building step of the (a) edge histogram (using
CDB7k) and (b) texture graphs (using UW).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 15: Sample retrievals for v1 (a) without rank and v2 (b) with rank information, showing an
example where although the displayed items are all parts of the “sport” category, the v2 retrieval
produces more visually consistent results. The query image is shown at the top-left of both (a) and
(b).

6. Conclusions478

We proposed a data- and descriptor-independent evaluation framework for de-479

scriptor evaluation and feature selection, exploiting descriptor graph behaviour480

analysis results with regard to the giant component formulation process. Any481

kind of descriptors can be evaluated this way, by providing their feature extrac-482

tion algorithm and a metric to compare the features, and the datasets also can be483

other than visual (images/videos). The goal is to provide a means to select bet-484

ter performing descriptors for a given dataset, reducing the number of necessary485

descriptors, and producing more relevant results. We have presented relevant pa-486
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rameters and proposed a fitness function to rank descriptors. We experimentally487

showed, that the observation of the phase transition process is an effective and us-488

able method for descriptor characterization. We performed evaluations to explore489

the practical viability of the suggested approach. As a practical continuation, we490

plan to apply the method to other large datasets, with the ranking step performed491

on a subset of content classes. We also intend to work on making the weighting of492

the ranking parameters adaptive, to further improve the descriptor discrimination493

and ranking results. In its current form, the proposed descriptor ranking method494

is suitable for automatic feature selection in image and video datasets.495
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